Make 5G Work:
Why Getting the Lab Right is Critical to
Accelerating Your 5G Transformation

Introduction:

The lab process can be time
consuming, often taking a year
to fully vet a solution before it’s
ready for primetime.
Technology is changing faster than ever, and it is unrealistic to expect engineering
teams to possess expertise across the board that keeps up with this rapid pace.
There is no money to be made in the lab. And the litany of ways a lab process
can be prolonged only delays time to revenue while increasing cost of development.
You need to move out of the lab and into trials or pilots with supreme confidence
that what you have will work and, ultimately, scale.

The important question is:
How can you get in and out of the lab as efficiently
as possible to drive down the time and cost it takes
to deliver 5G-enabled services?

Accelerating the process
The lab process is key to moving into the pilot phase and ensuring
solutions work as intended. It can be a costly process, that must
be endured before realizing monetization. Therefore, it makes sense
to utilize all means possible to accelerate this part of the journey.
Our experience has taught us that there are six key ways you
can accelerate the lab process:

1. Get as much organizational buy
in as possible
5G is a substantial departure from the usual way of doing business.
Everyone from top executives and systems architects to engineers and
operations personnel — not to mention the heads of each line of business
— needs to be onboard and on the same page for it to be a success.

2. Enter the process with a use case in mind
Key to accelerating the lab phase is aligning with industry experts and your
business units to identify the desired use cases your network needs to
support. Then you can enter the lab with confidence that the project will
support long term company goals.

3. Establish what a minimal viable product
looks like to test in a pilot program
Establishing your MVP early on will ensure you spend time on the
components that matter when in the lab. Identification of your businesscritical components that fulfill customer and corporate obligations must
undergo significant testing to ensure minimal setbacks later.

4. Understand your strengths and engage
trusted partners to do the rest
Are there significant areas of opportunity where you are currently lacking in
capability? Capture these gaps and identify a partner who can support you to
fill them. Look for additional OPEX savings benefits, such as broad access to
new and emerging technology vendors or supply chain capabilities to set you
up for efficient future roll outs.

5. Identify already allocated hardware/software
or other resources that can be leveraged
5G is expensive process, aim to sweat your assets. Leverage capabilities
and resources, and build on the foundation on your 4G network. Take these
pre-existing assets and apply them to a software centric mindset. Using agile
transformation processes.

6. Look toward pre-validated blueprints
to gain a head start
If you know your vision, but need some help filling the gaps in the approach,
you might find WWT’s blueprints a useful asset to help you navigate your
architecture decisions whilst also providing flexibility to tailor your final solution
to your exact needs.

How WWT can help:
The lab can show you what is possible and what is not, helping you plot the best and most efficient route to
solutions such as cloudification. And we can help you through the lab, our experts will stop you from going
down blind alleys and will speed up your time to deployment.

Case Study:
One of the world’s largest Tier 1 service providers was seeing high enterprise customer demand for a one-off
secure SD-WAN solution that required independent testing to bring it into the service provider’s managed services
portfolio, but its own internal lab process was taking up to 12 months to complete due to budgetrestrictions and
a reduction in lab resources.
Our experienced engineers worked with the service provider to build a test plan that helped illuminate a path
toward validation.   
With a test plan in place, WWT engineers were able to quickly build the environment using hardware already in our
labs, significantly reducing thetime it took to test the solution.
The lab phase took around 100 hours (about 4 days) to set up. With our automation tools and resources, WWT
engineers were able to reduce that time to 10 minutes.
By working with WWT, the service provider was able to shrink the time it took to validate its new secure SD-WAN
from 12 months to eight weeks, enabling it to bring the service into its portfolio quicker and accelerate time to revenue
Read more about this project here.

Conclusion
As the industry moves toward 5G, mobile networks will become increasingly software
-driven and built with a variety of vendors to enable scale and increase agility. As hardware
and software are pulled apart, someone needs to be there to put it all back together.
Partnerships and vendor ecosystems are therefore quickly emerging as critical to
5G success.
But getting this mix of vendors right is a challenge given today’s rapidly evolving technology
landscape.
Our blueprints can help you with this problem. They provide a tested and trusted platform
that can be a basis to help you navigate through the lab phase, whilst also providing
flexibility to tailor the solution to your needs.

Accelerate out of the lab and execute your vision by taking advantage
of WWT’s blueprints. Find out more, and request a briefing here.

World Wide Technology can help you to:
•

Iterate faster, and deliver products to your customers
sooner by helping you adopt a software-centric mindset

•

Increase competitiveness by helping you interoperate
with existing cellular networks

•

Satisfy your customers by making changes with no
disruption, in real-time by cloudifying your network
operations

•

Unlock a self-service approach for customers
and the ability to scale up and down as
needed with automation

•

Develop agile, customer-centric solutions
by achieving a virtualized network faster

Make a new
world happen.

